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Introduction
To conclude my series of Presidential addresses on Coin Hoards and Hoarding in Roman
Britain, I am moving back to the earliest Roman hoards from Britain, from the pre-Conquest
period, down to the end of the Civil Wars in ad 69. When Claudius invaded Britain in ad 43
there was already a tradition of coin use stretching back to the second century bc, and de
Jersey’s recent corpus provides details of 307 Iron Age coin hoards, while Robertson’s work on
Roman hoards provided details of some 1,990.1 These two corpora have now been updated by
Eleanor Ghey in her work on the Hoarding in Iron Age and Roman Britain project and
consequently this paper is able to draw on records of 430 pre-Conquest and 2,996 post-
Conquest hoards.
With a few exceptions, hoards of Iron Age and Roman coins have tended to be studied
separately.2 For the first generation after the Roman conquest of Britain, and in some areas
for longer, the two types of coins circulated side by side and they were hoarded together.3 The
Hoarding project has been equally concerned with Iron Age and Roman coin hoards and this
has provided an opportunity to look at the two types of coins together. Hoards provide a
unique insight into the way in which Roman coinage displaced Iron Age coinages in the new
province of Britain after ad 43. Hoards give us information about coin circulation that cannot
be obtained from the study of single finds, although in order to put this into context I will also
discuss the data on stray finds in the database of the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS).
A substantial group of hoards – 47 in all – combine Iron Age and Roman coins and these
are a particular focus of this study. I would not, however, suggest that there was continuity
of coin use between the Iron Age and Roman periods, because the two coinages were very
different.4
Hoarding, c.120 bc–ad 69: the broad pattern
The distribution of all Iron Age and Roman coin hoards from c.120 bc to c.ad 410 is shown
in Fig. 1. Iron Age coinage is not so closely dateable as Roman coinage, so this is a fairly broad
brush picture, but it does seem clear that there is a peak in hoarding in the 50s bc, so doubt to
be associated with Caesar’s invasions of 55 and 54 bc, and then a lull between 20 bc and ad 10,
Acknowledgements I am very grateful to Andrew Burnett, Colin Haselgrove and Sam Moorhead for their helpful comments on a draft of this paper; to Eleanor Ghey for her collection of the data on which it is based; to Sam Moorhead for sharing
his thoughts on the Malpas hoard in advance of publication; to John Talbot for giving me sight of his unpublished DPhil thesis,
to Katherine Robbins for her excellent maps, and to the Portable Antiquities Scheme for Figs 18–19.
1
de Jersey 2014; Robertson 2000.
2
Exceptions are Colin Haselgrove (2006), John Creighton (1994 and 2005) and Chris Howgego (2013), although it would
be fair to say that, with the exception of two papers by John Creighton, who makes this very point (2005, 69), these scholars have
been mainly concerned with single finds rather than hoards.
3
On the function of Iron Age coinage see Haselgrove 1979 and Creighton 2000; on that of Roman coinage see Reece 1979
and Walton 2012, while Howgego 2013 is an ambitious synthesis of the development of money in the Iron Age and Roman
periods across northern Europe. Naylor and Bland 2015 is the publication of a conference on hoarding in Britain from the
Bronze Age to the seventeenth century.
4
See the works cited in n. 2.
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Numbers of coin hoards per annum, c.120 bc–c.ad 410

an increase between ad 10 and 40 (roughly the reign of Cunobelin) and a peak after the
Roman invasion of ad 43.5
The geographical distribution of all Iron Age hoards from Britain is shown in Fig. 2 (single
finds recorded by the PAS coins shown as lighter coloured dots). Hoards are mostly concentrated in the south and east.
Pre-Flavian Roman coins in Britain
Before examining the hoards that include mixed Roman and Iron Age coins and early Roman
coins, it is helpful to consider the background of Roman coin circulation taken from PAS
data.6 Over 3,700 coins from the Roman Republic to ad 69 have been recorded and this is their
chronological distribution (Table 1). The reigns are of very different lengths, so Table 2 shows
the numbers of coins per annum.
TABLE 1. Summary of early Roman coins on the PAS database (downloaded 12 October 2016)
Dates
Republic
Augustus
Tiberius
Caligula
Claudius
Nero pre-reform
Nero post-reform
Civil Wars
Galba
Otho
Vitellius
Total

c.211–31 bc
31 bc–ad 14
14–37
37–41
41–54
54–64
64–8
68–9
68–9
69
69

Gold

Silver

Bronze

All

0
1
7
0
4
0
14
0
0
2
0
28

1,661
232
219
13
46
13
74
19
59
42
115
2,493

19
36
29
47
784
0
289
0
11
0
2
1,217

1,680
269
255
60
834
13
377
19
70
44
117
3,738

5
For the Roman conquest of Britain see Mattingly 2006, Birley 2005, Frere 1991, Salway 1981, Webster and Dudley 1973,
and the useful maps in Jones and Mattingly 1990.
6
See Walton 2012, Howgego 2013, Moorhead 2013, Creighton 2014.
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Fig. 2. All Iron Age hoards (black dots) with Iron Age single finds recorded by PAS (pale dots) (courtesy
Katherine Robbins)
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TABLE 2. Number of early Roman coins per annum on PAS database (downloaded 12 October 2016)
Dates
		
Republic
Augustus
Tiberius
Caligula
Claudius
Nero pre-reform
Nero post-reform
Civil Wars
Galba
Otho
Vitellius

c.211–31 bc
31 bc–ad 14
14–37
37–41
41–54
54–64
64–8
68–9
68–9
69
69

Gold
per annum

Silver
per annum

Bronze
per annum

All
per annum

0.00
0.02
0.30
0.00
0.29
0.00
3.50
0.00
0.00
8.00
0.00

13.29
5.16
9.52
3.25
3.29
1.30
18.50
47.50
118.00
168.00
174.24

0.15
0.80
1.26
11.75
56.00
0.00
72.25
0.00
22.00
0.00
3.03

13.44
5.98
11.09
15.00
59.57
1.30
94.25
47.50
140.00
176.00
468.00

Fig. 3 maps the distribution of silver and Fig. 4 of bronze coins, with different symbols for
each reign. Both denominations are widely distributed across England and Wales, with clustering in areas of significant military occupation.
Fig. 5 shows that there was a very steep rise in coin production from Nero’s reform in ad 64,
with a peak in ad 68–9, the year of the four emperors, a phenomenon already noted in my
study of gold coinage found in Britain.7 In fact the increase in loss starts at the time of Nero’s
reform, in ad 64, as the great majority of his coins were struck after his coinage reform of ad
64. The numbers of coins of Otho and Vitellius are so high in proportion to the length of their
reigns, that it’s rather difficult to see the pattern of the earlier coinages. Fig. 6 shows the coin
loss per annum down to Nero.
Figs 5 and 6 just show the actual numbers of coins recorded by PAS, but they do not at all
reflect their value. If we convert the gold and silver denominations to their value in copper
alloy asses, we get a very different picture (Fig. 7). There are several important observations
to be taken from this. First, although only twenty-eight gold coins have been recorded, these
are not insignificant in terms of their value. Secondly, there is a very regular flow of silver
denarii from the Republic down to ad 69 and, although numbers are reduced under Augustus,
with an increase under Tiberius and then a further drop under Caligula, Claudius and for the
first ten years of Nero’s reign, they are still found in appreciable numbers for those reigns,
which I think has implications for dating hoards that close with denarii of Tiberius – I will
come back to this point. Finally, Roman bronze coins are rare until the reign of Caligula,
when there is a significant number, and a huge increase in the numbers of asses of Claudius
(most of these are contemporary copies), as is well-known,8 and another increase with Nero’s
reform from ad 63 or 64. The bronze coins (back row), although they account for a third of
all PAS coins, only contribute a very small amount to the total value of coins lost, which is
mostly comprised of the silver coinage.
The question arises as to when the coins struck before ad 43 entered Britain. Although
many Republican denarii are known from Britain – there are 1,640 on the PAS database9 – we
know from hoards that these coins continued in circulation down to the early second century
ad (it is believed that most Republican issues they were withdrawn from circulation by Trajan10)
– and it is normally assumed that most Republican denarii entered Britain after ad 43, for
example by Walton and Moorhead.11 A number of considerations show that Republican
denarii were coming into Britain before the Conquest:

Bland and Loriot 2010, 107.
P.-A. Besombes in his publication of the large hoard of Claudian coins from the gué (ford) of Saint-Léonard, Mayenne
(Besombes 2005) has shown how many Claudian copies are from two ‘auxiliary’ mints in Lyon, and one in Spain. Robert Kenyon
is currently working on these coins in Britain.
9
M. Antony’s legionary issue of 32–1 bc accounts for 388 of these.
10
Although the hoard evidence seems rather to point to withdrawal under Hadrian: see Reece 1987, 46–70.
11
Walton and Moorhead 2016, 837: ‘it is certainly true that a large proportion of Republican coinage arrived and was lost
after ad 43’. In 1973 Kent believed Roman coinage only entered Britain after ad 43.
7
8
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Silver coins from the Republic to Nero recorded by PAS (courtesy Katherine Robbins)
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Roman bronze coins from the Republic to Nero recorded by PAS (courtesy Katherine Robbins)
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Early Roman coins per annum on the PAS database, by denomination

(a) Haselgrove, followed by Walton and Moorhead, noted that two examples are known of
Republican denarii from excavated contexts pre-dating the conquest (Hayling Island,
Hampshire and Humberstone, Leicester), which is a low number,12 but then relatively
few denarii of any period come from securely dated archaeological contexts.
(b) Most significant, however, is the fact that analyses of silver coins of both the Atrebates
and the Corieltauvi suggest that Republican denarii were the most likely source of the
coinage metal.13
(c) It is also undoubtedly the case that the designs found on many Iron Age coins of the last
years bc and first years ad were copied from Roman coins, showing that those responsible
for the types of these coins knew Roman issues.14
(d) Walton noted that there is a much higher proportion of Republican denarii of the
decade 119−110 bc among the finds recorded by PAS data than in hoards deposited
after ad 43, suggesting an injection of these coins into Britain at an earlier date.15 Walton
and Moorhead conclude that PAS data suggest that Republican issues may have been
deposited within certain prehistoric ritual landscapes in the Witham Valley in
Lincolnshire, the Isle of Wight and Berkshire.16
12
Haselgrove 2006, n. 54; Walton and Moorhead 2016, 837. Colin Haselgrove has also pointed out to the author (pers.
comm.) that there is also an Iron Age mirror burial from near Portesham, Dorset with a Roman Republican denarius of c.86 bc
(2010 T415). Haselgrove notes: ‘the burial could be post-Conquest, but this is also a strong candidate for a pre-Conquest import.’
13
Atrebates: Northover 1992, 257; Fulford 1989, 178; Corieltauvi: research by Julia Farley cited by Walton and Moorhead
2016, 837.
14
Creighton 2000.
15
Walton 2012, 73–4.
16
Walton and Moorhead 2016, 837.
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(e) Lastly, we may add the evidence of mixed hoards of Iron Age and Roman coins, which
has not previously been brought into the debate on when Republican coins came into
Britain (see below, pp. 27–32).17
There is thus a substantial body of evidence to show that Republican denarii did enter Britain
before ad 43 in significant quantities.
New light on coin use in London in the first century ad
In my last Presidential address I noted how the writing tablets from the Roman fort at
Vindolanda near Hadrian’s Wall gave us a new insight into how the soldiers based at that fort
used coins,18 and now we have new insights from the tablets found on the Bloomberg site in the
City of London, recently published by Roger Tomlin.19 These all date from the first century ad
and the great majority of them are about business transactions of various kinds, many of them
are about lending money.20 One document from ad 57, the earliest dated tablet in the group,
shows that within 14 years of the Conquest the Romans were issuing financial instruments and
making loans (which reminds us of one of the reasons Tacitus gives us on why the Iceni
revolted):
In the consulship of Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus for the second time and of Lucius Calpurnius
Piso, on the 6th day before the Ides of January [8 January 57], I Tibullus the freedman of Venustus, have written
and say that I owe Gratus, the freedman of Spurius, 105 denarii from the price of the merchandise which has
been sold and delivered. This money I am due to repay him …21

Another tablet could have been written today. It is incomplete and we do not know who the
writer was, or his relationship with the recipient, but it reads:
Because they are boasting throughout the whole market that you have lent them money. Therefore I ask you in
your own interest not to appear shabby … you will thus favour your own affairs …22

More puzzling is the document from Atticus, dating to the 60s ad, that says:
I ask you by bread and salt that you send as soon as possible the 26 denarii in victoriati and the 10 denarii of
Paterio …23

Victoriati is another term for quinarii, or the half denarius coin. The puzzling thing is that no
Roman quinarii were being struck at this time: Andrew Burnett has wondered whether this
could refer to Iron Age silver units, which were about the right size for quinarii.24
Be that as it may, there is no doubt that in London within a generation after the Roman
conquest, if not before, money and specifically coinage, was in widespread use amongst the
traders of the City – just as it was in Vindolanda on Hadrian’s Wall at the end of the first
century ad. Britain, at least in London and on the frontier, seems to have become a money-using economy remarkably quickly.
The disappearance of Iron Age gold coinage
In my first Presidential Address25 I noted that in the Iron Age gold – particularly gold coinage
– was widespread, but that this suddenly changed in the Roman period (mirroring what had

17
However, Burnett has commented that the Republican denarii might have come to Britain fresh as part of a later hoard,
brought into Britain by one of the invading force or subsequently (pers. comm.).
18
Bland 2016, 71–2.
19
Tomlin 2016.
20
Of the 80 inscribed tablets published by Tomlin, 10 mention coins, with denarii mentioned 17 times, asses three times and
victoriati once. This is very similar to the pattern in the Vindolanda tablets (Bland 2016: 71–2).
21
Tomlin 2016, 152–5 <WT 44>.
22
Tomlin 2016, 120–3 <WT 30>.
23
Tomlin 2016, 124–7 <WT 31>.
24
Andrew Burnett pers. comm.
25
Bland 2013, 221–3.
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Fig. 8

All coins recorded on PAS database by broad period (Bland 2013)

happened in Gaul a century earlier).26 This can be shown by Figs. 8 and 9, which are based on
the coins recorded by the Portable Antiquities Scheme. Fig. 8 shows the total number of coins
recorded on the database and it can be seen that Roman coins far outnumber those of the Iron
Age. However, Fig. 9 shows the number of gold coins recorded and it can be seen that these
are much more common from the Iron Age than the Roman period, while Fig. 10 shows the
proportion of gold coins recorded on the PAS database for each period.

Fig. 9.

All gold coins on the PAS database by broad period (Bland 2013)

Fig. 10.
26

Proportion of gold coins recorded on the PAS database (Bland 2013)

Haselgrove 2006.
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The reason for the disappearance of gold coinage in the Roman period is not known,
although it should be noted that by the time of the Roman invasion in ad 43, silver and bronze
had replaced gold as the most frequently used coinage metal. This phenomenon was noted by
Creighton, who argued that in the Iron Age gold coins had been struck by the rulers to validate
their kingship and that the coins had been used for transactions ‘involving horsemen and
chariots’, and that with the coming of Roman rule these functions were no longer needed.27 He
noted that the main concentration of gold coins shifted from the south and east in the Iron Age
to the west and north after the Roman conquest, reflecting the military zone of the new p
 rovince.28
It is notable that in the group of hoards of mixed Roman and Iron Age coins that were buried
after ad 69 (Table 5, p. 30), Iron Age gold coins are only present in very small numbers.
The Roman conquest of Britain
At this point, it would be helpful to summarize the progress of the Roman conquest of
Britain.29 The first governor, Aulus Plautius, had established the frontier along the line of the
Fosse Way by the end of his term of office in ad 47 with three client kingdoms: the Regni
centred on Sussex under Cogidumnus; the Iceni in East Anglia under Prasutagus and the
Brigantes in the North under Cartimandua. Over the next thirteen years the Romans campaigned principally in Wales, which proved resistant to Roman rule, and also in the North of
England. In ad 47–8 the Iceni staged a rebellion, but were allowed to retain their status as a
client kingdom, but in ad 60 Boudicca was a much more serious challenge to Roman rule,
which the governor Suetonius Paulinus was only able to suppress after a time when the whole
future of the Province had seemed in doubt. By ad 61, it seems that the whole of England
south of the Humber was under Roman rule and the client kingdoms also seem to have been
swept away. By the end of the 70s the pacification of Wales was complete and in the 80s
Agricola completed the annexation of northern England, pushing the frontier to the borders
of Scotland.
Hoards
Let us now turn to the hoards that straddle the transition between Iron Age and Roman
coinage in Britain.30 There are three main categories: (a) those that contain just Iron Age coins
which may post-date the Roman invasion, (b) those with just Roman coins, and (c) mixed
hoards. I will deal with the first category, the Iron Age hoards, briefly, as they have been
exhaustively catalogued by Philip de Jersey. The main Iron Age coinages that traditionally
have been thought to have continued in production after ad 43 came from two peripheral
areas: the territory of the Iceni, in northern East Anglia, and the North Eastern region,
traditionally identified as the territory of the Corieltauvi in the East Midlands, although Colin
Haselgrove has recently suggested that post-Conquest Iron Age coinage may be more
extensive.31 The territory of the Iceni was not brought under direct Roman rule until after the
Creighton 2005, 83. For the Iron Age-Roman monetary transition see Reece 1979 and Creighton 1994.
Sam Moorhead comments (pers. comm.): ‘I have no doubt that the Roman authorities zealously guarded the mining and
use of gold (even coin) in the military provinces. This becomes much more noticeable in the later Empire. Put simply I do not
think the average person really had access to gold and that its circulation was generally restricted.’ Against this I would note that
the analysis of findspots of Roman gold coins in Britain contained in Bland and Loriot 2010, 53–74, would seem to indicate that
at most periods gold coins were broadly distributed across Britain, although there are distinct concentrations in military sites and
towns.
29
See the accounts on Roman Britain in n. 5, especially Webster and Dudley 1973 and the maps in Jones and Mattingly
1990.
30
See Mattingly 1932, Sutherland 1937, Orna-Ornstein 1997, Abdy 2002.
31
Haselgrove (2006, 105–6) suggests that some of the issues of Cunobelin, who died shortly before the invasion in ad 43,
may be posthumous, while he also suggests that the SOLIDV and AGR issues could also be post-Conquest. Haselgrove has
commented to the author (pers. comm.) that ‘on the ending of British coinage, Ian Leins has followed the conventional view on
Cunobelin, but allows the outlying series to continue to c. ad 45 (Dobunni, Durotriges) or c. ad 50 (Corieltauvi, Iceni). John
Talbot (2016) sees Icenian coinage continuing after the conquest [invasion] ‘in a steady orderly way’ but does not offer a specific
end date, other than the Boudiccan revolt. In truth, we just don’t know.’
27
28
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Hoards post-dating ad 43 with Iron Age coins only (courtesy Katherine Robbins)
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Hoards possibly associated with Caratacus’s resistance to Roman rule (courtesy Katherine Robbins)

defeat of Boudicca in ad 61 and it seems that the Iceni continued to strike coins for a few years
after the Roman invasion of ad 43, although it is impossible to be precise about this, and it
may have been until c.ad 50, or it may have ceased earlier than that, in c.ad 45. 32 The North
Eastern region, on the other hand, seems to have been brought under direct Roman rule by the
first Governor, Aulus Plautius, between ad 43 and 47, so it is less clear why this coinage continued for a few years after ad 43.33 In any case these coinages cannot be closely dateable so we
cannot be certain whether hoards that close with just these coins come from the 50s rather
than the two previous decades. There are fifty-six hoards of Iron Age coins that are thought
to post-date AD 43 and their distribution is shown in Fig. 11. They are predominantly from
East Anglia and the East Midlands and Yorkshire.
Sam Moorhead has recently drawn attention to a group of hoards, both of Iron Age coins
exclusively and of Iron Age and Roman coins, and also of single finds recorded by PAS, that
may be connected with the activities of Caratacus after the Roman invasion.34 Caratacus was
one of the sons of Cunobelin who, according to the historian Tacitus, led the resistance to the
Romans from around ad 49/50, seven years after Claudius’s invasion. He joined the Silures in
south Wales, leading the resistance to the Roman forces of the governor Ostorius Scapula
(ad 47–52); Tacitus (Annals XII.33–6)35 then tells us that he had to flee northwards and
Graham Webster suggested that he made his final stand in the Upper Severn Valley in Powys,
where he fought a battle against the Romans in which he was defeated and fled to the territory
of the Brigantes, which included much of the north of England.36 However, their Queen
Cartimandua, another client ruler, handed him over to the Romans. Moorhead has suggested
that seven hoards of Roman and Iron Age coins of this period from Powys, Shropshire (2),
32
The latest scholar to have studied the Icenian coinage, John Talbot, concludes: ‘the terminus of the coinage has been
taken as the conquest in 43 ad. The assumption that Icenian coinage ceased after the conquest is based upon analysis of the
available evidence, including in particular the late hoards, but unfortunately as with the starting date for the coinage, the evidence
is not definitive and production may have continued for a few years post conquest’ (Talbot 2011, 80). Cottam et al. 2010, 90
propose that coinage continued to c.ad 47. See also Allen 1970, and Chadburn 1990 and 1992.
33
Cottam et al. 2010, 99–102, suggest the coinage continued until ad 47. See May 1994.
34
Moorhead forthcoming.
35
See Ireland 2008, 55–6.
36
Webster 1993. The ancient sources are usefully gathered together in Ireland 2008.
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Hoards of Roman coins only, pre-dating ad 69 (courtesy Katherine Robbins)
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The Bredgar hoard (British Museum) (Carson 1959; courtesy British Museum)

Cheshire and Greater Manchester (2), Warwickshire and West Yorkshire may be associated
with Caratacus’s resistance (Fig. 12), along with a number of single finds of early denarii
recorded by PAS from the Upper Severn Valley. To the extent that all these locations are outside the normal circulation area of Iron Age and early Roman coins, there is an attraction in
this theory.37
Turning to the hoards of Roman coins with a terminal date of ad 69 or earlier (I discussed
the hoards from the Flavian period and the second century later last year), there are some 141
of these, 95 of which consist exclusively of Roman coins. The distribution of these is shown in
Fig. 13. Very few hoards of gold coins are known, despite the fact that single finds of gold
coins from Britain peak with the issues of the last four years of Nero’s reign and his immediate
successors, Galba, Otho and Vitellius.38 Only seven hoards with a terminus before 69 are
known to have gold coins and four of these are only known from very incomplete antiquarian
references. Of the three hoards that are well described, one is essentially a denarius hoard with
one aureus (Owslebury, Hants), one (Chippenham, Cambs) combines 5 gold staters of
Cunobelin, four Roman aurei (to Claudius) and 37 silver denarii, and there is just one hoard
that consists just of aurei. This is the hoard of 37 aurei, closing with an issue of Claudius of
ad 42, found at Bredgar near Sittingbourne in Kent in 1959 (Fig. 14). Because of the date of
the latest coin to the year before Claudius’s invasion in ad 43, and the location of Bredgar
between Richborough, where Claudius’s force may have landed, and London, which we know
was its first destination, it has been suggested that it belonged to an officer in the invasion
force.39 Be that as it may, the lack of early aurei in British hoards of the first generation after
the Roman conquest is notable.
A group of thirty-six Roman hoards from the period we are considering contain bronze
coins (Fig. 15). Only eight of them also contain silver coins and none gold; one includes Iron
Age coins. The coins are mostly quite small groups of Claudian asses and many are from
towns – seven are from Colchester and six from London, for example. Claudian asses and
37
Colin Haselgrove notes (pers. comm.): ‘I remain sceptical of the interpretation but it is mapping a zone where things
happened differently’.
38
Bland and Loriot 2010.
39
Carson 1959. Sam Moorhead has suggested that the Bredgar hoard may have represented a bribe to a senior officer (from
Narcissus) to help get Plautius’s men across the Channel after they refused to go (Moorhead and Stuttard 2012, 44–5).
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Hoards of Roman bronze coins before ad 69 (courtesy Katherine Robbins)
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their imitations – which may have been made by the army in Britain – were the first Roman
coins to be very widely circulated in Britain.40
The majority of hoards of pre-Flavian Roman coins are of silver denarii: 89 of the total of
126 hoards that include Roman coins have silver coins – 70 per cent. Fifty-one of these 89
hoards close with issues that pre-date the Roman invasion in ad 43. Because denarii of the
Julio-Claudian emperors, at least before Nero’s reform in ad 64, are relatively rare, it has been
suggested that at least some of these hoards might in fact not have been buried until after the
Conquest in ad 43 and, further, that some at least might be associated with the great disruption that occurred at the time of Boudicca’s revolt in ad 60–1. 41 I am not convinced about this.
The PAS data show that denarii of Caligula and Claudius are not so rare (see Tables 1 and 2,
pp. 12, 14) and it is only the pre-reform issues of Nero that are particularly scarce. There are
only four hoards containing denarii that do close with issues from the first seven years of
Nero’s reign, i.e. before Boudicca’s revolt, although there are many hoards of Icenian silver
that may belong to these years (e.g., Fig. 16: these cannot be so closely dated), so no peak of
Roman coin hoards associated with Boudicca can easily be detected.42
Mixed hoards of Iron Age and Roman coins
I would now like to focus on the hoards that
combine Iron Age and Roman coins, as
these are of considerable interest in clarifying the relationship between Iron Age and
Roman period in the first years of the
Roman province, while their study has
tended to fall between the stools of Iron Age
and Roman numismatics. There are forty-seven mixed hoards and they may be
divided into three unequal groups: (a) those
whose latest coins are pre-Conquest, (b)
those from the early Conquest period
(between ad 43 and 69) and (c) those from
the Flavian period and later. Each of these
groups of hoards gives us rather different
Fig. 16. An Icenian hoard: Field Baulk, March information. These hoards are summarized
in Tables 3−5, and their geographical distri(Chadburn 1992; courtesy British Museum)
bution is shown in Fig. 17.
Only seven hoards that definitely close before the Conquest combine Iron Age and Roman
coins (Table 3). They all come from the South East, the part of Britain that was most closely
in touch with Gaul in the pre-Conquest period: four come from Kent, and one each from
Surrey, Hampshire and Hertfordshire. While it is possible that some of them may have been
put into the ground after ad 43, they do, I believe, strongly suggest that Roman denarii were
being imported into Britain before the Conquest.

Sutherland 1937; Kenyon 1991; Walton 2012.
For example, Lind 1992; Creighton 1994 and Orna-Ornstein 1997 provide more nuanced analyses of early denarius
hoards. Moorhead believes that many hoards closing with issues of Tiberius were probably deposited after the invasion because
the denarii of Claudius and Caligula and the first ten years of Nero’s reign are much rarer than the issues of Tiberius (Moorhead,
pers. comm.).
42
However, the latest scholar to discuss this problem, John Talbot, rejects Creighton’s analysis of Icenian hoards (Creighton
1994) and argues for a strong association with the events of ad 60–1 (Talbot 2016).
40
41
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Mixed hoards of Iron Age and Roman coins
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TABLE 3. Mixed hoards: (a) Pre-Conquest
Hoard
Reference
Latest ruler
Terminus
				
Borden, Kent
Ash, Kent
Iwade, Kent
Cobham, Surrey
Stoke, Kent
Essendon, Herts
Bramshaw, Hants

IA
AV

IA
AR

IA
AE

Rom Rom
AV
AR

Rom
AE

Total

de Jersey
Augustus
−19	  12			
1			  13
2014, 135
IARCH1
Augustus
4		  1			
6		  7
B36949				 potin
de Jersey
Dubnovellaunos 10	  2				
1	 3
2014, 139
de Jersey
Cunobelin
40	  2				
3		  5
2014, 244
de Jersey
Cunobelin
40	  58				
4		  62
2014, 151
de Jersey
Cunobelin
40
257				
4
10
257
2014, 122
de Jersey
Caligula
41		
251			
9		
260
2014, 100

TABLE 4. Mixed hoards: (b) Early post-Conquest
Hoard
Reference
Latest ruler
Terminus
				
Chippenham,
Cambs
Littleport, Cambs

de Jersey
2014, 15
de Jersey
2014, 17
Norton Subcourse, de Jersey
Norfolk
2014, 190
Forncett, Norfolk de Jersey
2014, 181
Mattishall,
de Jersey
Norfolk
2014, 188
North Creake,
de Jersey
Norfolk
2014, 189
Scole, Norfolk
de Jersey
2014, 193
Snettisham (bowl), de Jersey
Norfolk
2014, 196.6
Weston Longville, de Jersey
Norfolk
2014, 203
Eriswell, Suffolk
de Jersey
2014, 228
Lakenheath,
de Jersey
Suffolk
2014, 234
Joist Fen, Suffolk de Jersey
2014, 232
Palgrave, Suffolk
de Jersey
2014, 229
Santon Downham, de Jersey
Suffolk
2014, 239
Sutton, Suffolk
IARCH
301542
Wanborough,
IARCH
Surrey
ABD376
Hallaton, Leics
de Jersey
2014, 157
Beech, Hants
IARCH
B07174
Owermoigne,
de Jersey
Dorset
2014, 41

IA
AV

IA
AR

IA
AE

Rom
AV

Rom Rom
AR AE

Total

4

37		

46

Claudius

42	   5			

ECEN/ECE

50	  64	   4

1		

17		

86

Claudius

42		   2

1		

116		

119

ECEN/ECE

50		

349			

32		

381

Claudius

52		  16			

26		

42

ECEN/ECE

50		  37			

2		

39

Nero

61		

202			

87		

289

Uncertain

50

?			

3+		

?

ECEN/ECE

50		  54			

3		

57

Nero

55		

255			

72		

327

ECEN/ECE

50	   3

410			

67		

480

Nero

58		  73			

14		

87

ECEN/ECE

50	   2	  61			

Claudius

54		

Claudius

47	   1				

Claudius

51

Claudius

50

Epaticcus

45

Claudius

50		   4			

?

?

1

1

65

107				

2

109

37		

38

?			 ?

?

10,000

121 4,822			

149		

5,092

104				

1		

105

3

8

15
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de Jersey
2014, 284
Nunney, Somerset de Jersey
2014, 221
Lightcliffe,
de Jersey
W Yorks
2014, 302
West Cornwall
CORND6A344
Waltham St.
Robertson
Lawrence, Berks 2000, 186A

CARATACUS

45	  14	  10			

Claudius

54		

IISVPRASV

50	  56				

Galba

69	 
22				
18		 40

Vitellius

69	  56

242			

119			

1+		
3

5

250

38		

94

21		

196

Rom Rom
AR AE

Total

de Jersey
Vespasian
72	 5				 13	  5
2014, 301
Robertson Vespasian
73		  1				   4
2000, 71
Great Chart, Kent IARCH
Vespasian
79	 1	 2			  6		
8C441C
Timsbury, Hants
de Jersey
Domitian
86		
18				  43
2014, 111
Chatteris, Cambs de Jersey
Domitian
91	 1	 8		
1	 14		
2014, 14
Colchester, Essex IARCH
Domitian
96	 4					  3
8131E4			
(?metal) 					
Weeley, Essex
de Jersey
Trajan
117	  4 				   4		
2014, 69
Ashwell, Herts
IARCH
Hadrian
128		 1	    6			  3
49080C
Holdenhurst,
de Jersey
Hadrian
138		 71	  534		 18	 54
Dorset
2014, 103
Downton, Wilts
de Jersey
Antoninus
155			    8			  8
2014, 280
Pius
Charlwood, Surrey IARCH
Antoninus
161	 2				 21		
49F573
Pius
Frensham, Surrey IARCH
Antoninus
161		 3	    2		  6
454
D40D6F
Pius
Hengistbury Head, de Jersey
Antoninus Pius
161
48
60 2,887		  12
225
Dorset
2014, 38
Barway, Cambs
Robertson Commodus
183		 1		
5 465	  2
2000, 317

23

TABLE 5. Mixed hoards: (c) Later post-Conquest
Hoard
Reference
Latest ruler
Terminus
				
Honley,
West Yorks
Leafield, Oxon

IA
AV

IA
AR

IA
AE

Rom
AV

5
9
61
23
7
8
10
677
16
23
465
3,232
473

We then come to a group of twenty-four hoards that belong to the earliest years of the
Roman province, between ad 43 and 69 (Table 4).43 No fewer than fifteen of these come from
East Anglia (the three counties of Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire), and one each from
Surrey, Berkshire, Hampshire, Dorset, Wiltshire, Somerset, Leicestershire and West Yorkshire.
It does seem clear from this that in the client kingdom of the Iceni native and Roman coins
circulated alongside each other. It is also possible that the same applied to the North Eastern
region, the territory of the Corieltauvi, as there are two hoards from that area that combine
Iron Age and Roman coins: Lightcliffe in Yorkshire and the unique assemblage from Hallaton
in Leicestershire (Figs. 18 and 19).44
The remaining five hoards are all from the south of England, to the west of London, from
Surrey to Cornwall. One surprising example, found in 2016, comes from the far west of
43
Two hoards actually have latest coins dating to ad 42, the year before the invasion, but I would suggest that they belong
to this group. There is also considerable doubt about the terminal date of the Waltham St Lawrence hoard, as it also included
denarii of Sabina and Faustina II, which were thought to be intrusive. However, it is also likely that not all of the hoard was
reported to the British Museum: see Burnett 1990.
44
Leins 2009; Score 2011.
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Fig. 18. Hallaton hoard (PAS database PAS-984616,
image courtesy Portable Antiquities Scheme)
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Fig. 19. Roman helmet from Hallaton (the helmet
contained 1,174 coins; courtesy Portable Antiquities
Scheme)

Cornwall and contains 40 coins, 22 Iron Age and 18 Roman, down to Galba, and includes one
Continental Celtic issue, pointing to trade across the Channel. They would seem to demonstrate that although the Roman invasion of these areas did indeed lead to a speedy replacement of the existing Iron Age coinages with the new Roman coinage, there was a limited
amount of intermingling of coinages in earliest years of the Roman occupation of southern
Britain.
The third group of fourteen hoards of the Flavian period or later (Table 5) show how some
Iron Age coins continued in circulation into the middle of the second century ad, with a particular cluster in Dorset.45 Most of these hoards just include a handful of Iron Age coins in
what is otherwise a group of Roman coins, where the Iron Age coin was probably circulating
as an aureus or a denarius. The latest hoard to include an Iron Age coin demonstrates this
point: this is the hoard of 5 aurei, 465 denarii, two Roman bronze coins and one Icenian silver
unit from Barway in Cambridgeshire, closing in Commodus’s reign (ad 183): presumably the
Icenian coin was accepted as a quinarius.
There are two finds which contain substantial numbers of both Iron Age and Roman coins
which bear closer examination: Holdenhurst and Hengistbury Head. The two finds are very
similar, Holdenhurst closing in the reign of Hadrian and Hengistbury in that of his successor
Antoninus Pius, while Holdenhurst lies just five miles inland from Hengistbury Head. The
Holdenhurst hoard was found in a pottery vessel and contains 17 Roman denarii, of which the
latest Vitellius and 44 bronze asses to Hadrian, together with 582 Iron Age coins, nearly all
base silver or bronze Durotrigan staters.
The finds from the Iron Age promontory fort and trading centre at Hengistbury Head (Fig.
20) are more complex, as some 3,232 coins have been discovered over a period of seventy-five
years, starting with J.P. Bushe-Fox’s excavations of 1911–12, when the largest group of 3,022
coins was found, and continuing to Barry Cunliffe’s excavations of 1979–84, when only eleven
coins were found (and with other discoveries between these two dates). Although the coins
were found at different locations across the site, the largest single group were found in ‘a single
mass’ and must represent a hoard.46 Although there is a wider spread of types of Iron Age
coins than in the Holdenhurst hoard, base silver and bronze Durotrigan staters account for
the bulk, while of 58 Roman coins that are described, there are 28 denarii and 19 bronze coins

45
46

This is apparent in de Jersey 2014, pl. 16.
Bushe-Fox et al. 1915. For recent discussions see Robertson 2000, 177, and de Jersey 2014, 38.
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Fig. 20. Aerial view of Hengistbury Head
(http://outdoorlads.com/event/christchurchbournemouth-air-festival)

to Antoninus Pius.47 Cunliffe’s excavations showed
that Hengistbury Head was a centre of iron-working and also an important trading centre in the
cross-channel trade in both the Iron Age and
Roman periods, so it is not surprising that the coin
assemblage is more varied than the Holdenhurst
hoard, but it cannot be coincidental that these two
finds which are so close chronologically are also
located so close to each other. Maybe the base
metal and bronze Durotrigan staters continued to
be used as currency in this part of Dorset well into
the Roman period, not least because there are two
more late hoards that combine Iron Age and
Roman coins just a little to the north: Timsbury in
Hampshire, a Domitianic hoard, and Downton in
Wiltshire, another Antonine hoard.48

Conclusions
So what conclusions can we draw from this survey of hoarding and coin circulation in the
transition between Iron Age and Roman Britain? In 1979 Richard Reece summarized the then
state of knowledge as follows:
before AD 43 there was probably Roman bullion in Britain, but no coinage, while after AD 43 British coinage
rapidly dropped out of circulation. The impact is therefore the replacement of a native coinage by an Imperial
coinage.49

And again:
None of the sites mentioned so far [Bagendon, Colchester, Verulamium, Hod Hill and Richborough] and no
others that I have yet discovered give any reason to think that Roman bronze coinage circulated, or even
appeared before AD 43. No published site that I have been able to find has given any credence to the idea of
Roman silver coins in pre-Roman Britain.50

New discoveries made since Reece wrote have modified that picture considerably. I would
draw three main observations from the present survey:
— First, while it will normally be impossible to determine
whether any one of the 1,661 Republican denarii recorded by the
PAS entered Britain before or after ad 43, the fact that some of
these coins are in unworn condition suggests that at least some
did (the coin illustrated in Fig. 21 is a case in point), while the
hoards that combine Iron Age and Roman coins that pre-date
the invasion of ad 43, together with other evidence cited above,
Fig. 21. Republican denarius
of c.207 bc found in Berkshire,
suggest that significant numbers of Republican denarii did enter
recorded by PAS (BERKBritain before ad 43.
65D307), showing very little
— In the client kingdom of the Iceni51 and also to a lesser
wear (Walton and Moorhead
extent in territory of the Corieltauvi, where Iron Age coins con2016, 837; courtesy Portable
tinued to be issued after the Roman invasion into the 50s ad,
Antiquities Scheme)
both native and Roman coins seem to have circulated side by

47
Hill’s list of the coins also includes a denarius of Caracalla RIC 71 (ad 203–4) (no. 27 on p. 69), although this comes from
Site 35 which only produced two other denarii (of Vespasian and Antoninus Pius), and not from Site 33, from which all the other
Roman coins and the bulk of the Iron Age coins came.
48
Cunliffe 1987
49
Reece 1979, 211.
50
Reece 1979, 211.
51
Talbot 2011: see also Talbot 2016, 213–78.
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side for at least a decade after ad 43.52 In a small area of eastern Dorset and western Hampshire
and southern Wiltshire, the base silver and bronze staters of the Durotriges seem to have
remained in circulation until the second century. Haselgrove has recently argued that there
was actually an increase in the use of Iron Age coinage after ad 43:
In sum, although the Roman invasion initially led to an intensification of indigenous coin use, British coinage
started to disappear from circulation during the Flavian period, as Roman coinage increased in volume. 53

— On the other hand, Iron Age gold coinage seems to have quickly been taken out of cir
culation and was not replaced with Roman aurei. This seems to have been done so thoroughly
that it looks as though it may have been done deliberately by the Roman authorities.54
And so I bring my survey of Roman coin hoards from Britain to an end, with this look at
the earliest period. To quote T.S. Eliot, ‘what we call the beginning is often the end and to
make an end is to make a beginning. The end is where we start from’.55
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